
Guide to using Ezeetrader
on Pelican 



Find Ezeetrader 
on Pelican

Search for Pelican Trading in the App Store or 
Google Play and download.

1. Press Create Account
2. Create Pelican Demo Account
3. Tap I HAVE A MENTOR CODE
4. Then enter: BURTON

You’re in! Tap here
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Join the 
Ezeetrader  
Group

Once you have followed the download instructions:

1. Tap DISCOVER
2. Tap to join Ezeetrader Swing Group
3. Enter the coupon code supplied to you via email
4. Enter billing address and card details
5. Press Join again 

You’re in!

Tap to join
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Ezeetrader 
group wall

This is where you can view the action. Post 
comments and copy Ezeetrader trades.

Tap to access live market 
prices and trade

Tap to copy a live trade
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Tap trade cards 
for a more 
detailed view

If you tap on any trade from the wall you can 
view the history of the trade, as well as target 
levels (entry, target limits and stop losses) on a 
live chart.

On chart visual of 
live trade

See history of 
live trade
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Manage the 
content on the 
Ezeetrader 
group wall

Press the settings cog on your group wall (top 
right) to access this screen. With the flick of a 
swich, opt to mute notifications or view admin 
only content.

If you mute notifications you will receive no out 
of App notifications.

If you choose to view admin only content you 
will only see, and receive notifcations from the 
Ezeetrader team. 

Slide to toggle 
on and off
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Demo to Live

You are automatically assigned a demo account 
with a “balance” of £10,000. If you decide to 
trade live simply tap Account, then Activate Live 
Account and follow instructions. You will be 
given the option to apply for a CFD or spread 
betting account. 

Ezeetrader clients are eligible for a matched 
deposit bonus of at least £50. T&C’s apply. 
Please contact us for details.

Finally we want your experience on Pelican to be 
enjoyable. If you have any queries please contact 
the Pelican team on:

support@pelicanexhange.com 
020 3475 4516

Tap here
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Regulations

Risk warning

We have spent 3 years making sure that all the necessary permissions are in place from the FCA. This means that all actions on 
Pelican are regulated from messaging to trading. This makes us unique.

Why is this important? By using Pelican you have recourse to the relevant UK Authorities (which are the best in the world) should 
things go wrong. Traders who engage with platforms that only have part or none of their activities regulated in the UK are effectively 

shooting themselves in the foot

Pelican Exchange is a trading name of London & Eastern LLP. London & Eastern LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority in the UK, ref 534484. Registered address: Springwood Cottage, Summer Lane, Milford, Surrey GU8 5AD

Spread betting and CFD trading are leveraged products and as such carry a high level of risk to your capital which can result in 
losses greater than your initial deposit. These products may not be suitable for all investors. CFDs are not suitable for pension 

building and income. Ensure you fully understand all risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.



Intelligent, Connected, Trading
Download Pelican Trading now, it’s free.


